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KEEPKEEP THISTHIS

#7136 “THE COOLING BANDANA”“
The Cooling Bandana keeps you cooler outdoors when like hiking, biking, running, cycling, on camping trips and at sporting events. Use 
it as a neck or head scarf, facemask, headband, rally towel or golf towel. Simply wet with water and wring to activate. The specialized air 
pocket construction quickly absorbs and retains water better than standard materials and enhances air flow into the damp cloth creating 
a prolonged cooling effect. The moisture wicking properties draw moisture away from your skin so you stay dry and comfortable. The 
Cooling Bandana remains dry to the touch. Simply re-wet and wring to reactivate and refresh as necessary. 100% eco-friendly chemical 
free microfiber polyester construction. Hand Wash Prior to Use.

Blue BlackRed White
Setup Charge: 55.00 (G). Price Includes: One color imprint, one location only. Red ink on Black Bandana not recommended.  For Red Bandana only, 
due to towel color dying process, for white ink imprint only, the red dye may bleed slightly and produce a pink hue, which cannot be avoided and is not 
considered a defect. For Additional Color imprint: add .30 (G), Add 2 Days Production Time for 2 Color Imprints Full Bleed not available. 
Assorted Colors: Minimum assortment per color is 100 pieces and must be in even increments of 100 pieces (sorry, no exceptions). If ink change is 
required, please add $25.00 (G) per change. PMS Color Match Charge: 40.00 (G). Repeat Setup: 25.00 (G). Email Proof: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to produc-
tion time. Production Time: 5 Days. Weight: 29 Lbs / 250 Pcs. Packaging: Bulk packed flat. Material: 155 GSM Polyster. 

Specify Promo #E4299 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other 
promotion, discount, coupon and/or special column pricing. Expires 8/31/2021.

Disclaimer: Fandanas are not a children’s product and are not for use for ages 12 and under. Hand wash prior to use. Washing will influence imprint longevity. Hand wash Only. Small shifting of imprint cannot be avoided when printing. As each product is 
manufactured and printed individually, up to 3/16” movement in logo alignment may occur. Fandanas are intended for individual use and cannot be compared. Copy Change request must meet 1/2 of the first column quantity. No exceptions. All applicable 
charges will be applied. For red fandana only, due to towel color dying process, for white ink imprints only, the red dye may bleed slightly and produce a pink hue, which cannot be avoided and is not considered a defect.  0607
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Product Size: 22”H x 22” W
Imprint Area: 
17” W X 17” H – (1 Color)
16” W x 16” H (2 Color) 

$2.35
1000 pcs +

Was  $2.45 

(C)

INNOVATION-LINE.COMASI 62660   •   SAGE 51749


